
Faster, More Accurate Sales
Processes with Lino Sales
Automation HACA Leitern was looking for a menu-driven, rules-

based online configuration solution that included 3D
Visualization of its configured products – and chose Lino
GmbH. The result: powered by Tacton Sales Automation
and Lino® 3D web, this tradition-rich family company is
reaching out to both new and existing customers more
effectively and saving huge amounts of time in its sales
processes.

The company Lorenz Hasenbach GmbH u. Co. KG
from Bad Camberg, better known as HACA Leitern,
is specialized in the development and production of
innovative metal construction products, especially
ladders, stairs, landings and railings.

HACA Leitern Lorenz Hasenbach
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“Online configuration with Tacton Sales
Automation cuts the time our sales team
needs to prepare quotes and enter orders
by around 80 percent.”
Marvin Reuter, Configuration Project Manager at HACA Leitern

Task
• Design and Sales Automation for
internal use

• Sales Automation via rules-based
online configuration

• 3D Visualization in real time for
products configured online

Property developers must always take accessibility
into account to ensure that residential, commercial or
industrial buildings remain maintenance-friendly, safe
and compliant with building codes. Plant equipment,
roofs and ancillary structures must be accessible for
inspection, repairs and firefighting. Also, people on
all floors need reliable escape routes, so that they can
evacuate safely in the event of an emergency. The so-
lution: fixed ladders attached to residential structures,
halls and industrial plants that can be planned flexibly
and erected inexpensively.

Lorenz Hasenbach GmbH u. Co. KG, based in Bad
Camberg, Germany, is a long-time specialist with a
reputation for solutions for a wide variety of uses. For
over one hundred years, this family company has been
developing and manufacturing products for commerci-
al, industrial and residential customers – today under
the brand name HACA Leitern. When it comes to fixed
ladders in particular, HACA offers a wide assortment
of standardized and specialized products – even for
non-standard structures, such as wind turbines.

Lots of work – but little IT support
When advising customers on their choice of ladders,
HACA depends on the expert knowledge of its emplo-
yees – which is indispensable, given the complexity
of the material. For one thing, HACA offers a broad
range of standard components which can be combined
to build ladders. For another, consultantsmust take
into account not only structural, static and economic
aspects, but also legal and safety requirements, such
as standards for escape ladders that specify the ma-
ximum length of a ladder section, distances between
resting platforms and other features.

The ladders consist of catalog items that must be combined in different dimensi-
ons and quantities, depending on the project: ladder modules, wall brackets, back
guards and many more. Previously, translating customer expectations, the wide
variety of parts and legal requirements into a suitable productmeant a lot of work
for the sales team, as IT support was virtually nonexistent. Although HACA had long
been using the 3D-CAD solution Solidworks® to develop and fabricate individual
components, this had not been extended to generating complete ladder solutions.

Complex products need expert knowledge
If a customer was seeking fixed ladders for plant machinery, this meant a lot of work
for the sales consultants: first, they had to determine which standards are relevant
for the planned application andwhat requirements derive from them. Then, they
manually compiled all the necessary catalog items with the correct quantities and
dimensions on the basis of parts lists. Once they had entered the data into the com-
pany-wide ERP system, they could finally determine the price and send the quote
to the customer. If anything changed, they had to repeat the entire process from
scratch.

THE COMPANY

Result
• Quote and order generation
accelerated by a factor of 6

• Error-free thanks to rules-
based andmenu-driven
product configuration

• User-friendly online configura-
tion strengthens new-customer
acquisition

Solution
• Tacton Design Automation

• Tacton Sales Automation

• Lino® 3D web

Name HACA Leitern
Lorenz Hasenbach GmbH u. Co. KG

Location Bad Camberg, Germany
Portfolio metal structural products, in particular

ladders, stairs, platforms and handrails
Employees approx. 100 (2019)
Founded 1888
Internet www.haca.com



3D views of stationary ladders with railings and counterweights
from the configurator, created with Lino® 3D web.

Once the order was received, HACA put together the delivery based on the parts lists
drafted by the sales consultants. The all-purpose – and correspondingly voluminous
– user manual and assembly instructions for all fixed ladders were included with the
delivered parts. HACA put a lot of work into ensuring that each ladder they delivered
was complete and in compliance with standards. “If for instance wall bracketswere
missing, this would delay assembly. If the back supports required by DIN weren’t
included, this would have prevented successful acceptance by the inspectors,” exp-
lains Marvin Reuter, Configuration Project Manager at HACA.

Wanted: configurator and greater automation
In spring 2016, HACA reached a decision to equip its sales team with a configurator.
The aim was to accelerate processes,minimize errors and serve customers even
better. As project manager Reuter explains, “Our modular system with its great
variety of ladders and accessories makes virtually any conceivable ladder layout
possible, using standardized components. But on account of construction standards
and other factors, selecting the correct products is extremely difficult without a
configurator.”

HACA was already using the configuration solution Tacton Design Automation for
rules-based design in another product segment. “Our experience was uniformly
positive, so it was just logical for us to use Tacton for fixed ladders as well”, Marvin
Reuter recalls. But HACA wanted to go a step further: “We wanted an online configu-
ration with 3D Visualization that our customers could use on their own. So, we went
looking for a competent vendor for end-to-end Design and Sales Automation – from
design to quote generation, plus an interface to the ERP system.”

Understandable rule set for online configuration
The challenge was to integrate the Tacton Design Automation solution including its
3D Visualization into the existing system landscape, as both the existing ERP system
and the Solidworks® 3D-CAD were fixed parameters. “Out of all the vendors, Lino
GmbH offered the best solution for broad-based integration”, says Marvin Reuter.
The objective: to expand Tacton Design Automation to include the web-based
Tacton Sales Automation with configure-price-quote (CPQ) capability – and use
Lino® 3D web to display the configured 3D models from Solidworks® in the browsers.

Combining Tacton Sales Automation and Lino® 3D web enables HACA’s customers
to custom-configure ladders and adapt functions and dimensions with just a few
clicks or taps in their web browser. The 3D Visualization displays all changes to their
ladders in real time while the configuration logic in the background ensures that
only rules-compliant variants are generated. “And in the end, our customers receive
a price along with a parts list and a description of the components used, as well as
an exact drawing of the entire ladder”, Project Manager Reuter explains.

One point had special priority for Reuter and his colleagues: HACA had to be able to
build and maintain the configurator’s rule set itself after the first implementation
and an online training. “We wanted a rule editor that is easy to understand, guards
against our mistakes and makes us independent of the vendor in our day-to-day
work,” says Marvin Reuter, “and we got that with Lino.”

“The user-friendly browser-based configuration
and real-time 3D Visualization enhance the
customer experience. That’s enormously valuable
when approaching prospective customers.”
Marvin Reuter



Lino GmbH
Grosse Bleiche 15
55116 Mainz | Germany
www.lino.de
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Time savings and new-business boost
Since then, HACA has accumulated
plenty of experience with rules-based
variant configuration in web browsers.
Were the set targets achieved? “Abso-
lutely”, declares product head Reuter.
“We’ve almost entirely automated our
sales processes and radically reduced our overhead for
consulting, quote generation and order registration.”
To name just one example: While it previously took
around an hour to prepare a quote conventionally,
it only takes ten minutes for a configuration gene-
rated using Lino® 3D web. And half of that time goes
to verifying that all applicable standards have been
selected for the planned purpose.

Furthermore, online configuration is also extremely
attractive for customers, even the oneswithout much
previous knowledge: they can adjust around 40 para-
meters, with only logical selection and combination
options being offered by the configurator’s rule set.
Additionally, the automatically generated drawing
and 3D model provide a visual idea of the configurated
ladder as well as helpful and error-free planning for
the fitters.

The total package is thus also an important sales
argument for HACA when acquiring new customers:
the online configurator is intuitive, user-friendly and
rapidly learnable. Architects, property owners, me-
chanics and others can thus try out different variants
almost playfully. “So, we’re really looking forward to
embarking on our next project with Lino,”, says Marvin
Reuter, “a comprehensive configure-to-order solution
for a further product segment!”

“Configuration, quote generation and delivery
of our ladders is now almost error-free. And the
on-site fitters benefit from the overall system.”
Marvin Reuter

Lino® 3D Configuration Solution
Lino GmbH is a provider of technology leading
software solutions and consulting services for De-
sign and Sales Automation, System Configuration
and 3D Visualization. Enterprises inmany manu-
facturing industries realize efficient, end-to-end
sales and product development processes with
enormous savings potential with the Lino Team
along with Tacton Configurator and Software
Made by Lino® products.

The Tacton technology sets entirely new stan-
dards in Product Configuration and revolutionizes
the drafting, configuration and selling of complex
industrial products. In combination with Software
Made by Lino® products, you can easily integra-
te applications from CAD, PDM, PLM, ERP, CRM,
Web, eCommerce or mobile devices with Tacton
software.

Lino is a Tacton Business Partner, Solidworks
Solution Partner and Microsoft Partner Gold
Application Development. The configuration
specialist and software developer operates six
offices in Germany and Austria: Bremen, Mainz,
Stuttgart, Nuremberg, Dresden and Raabs (A).

Have we aroused your interest?
Contact us. We are glad to advise you
Tel. +49 [6131] 32 785 10 or info@lino.de.

Lino® is a registered trademark of Lino GmbH. All other trademarks and product names are
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective rightholders. © 2019 Lino GmbH

Sales Layout Planning Design Manufacturing

Lino® 3D Configuration Solution for end-to-end
business processes from sales to manufacturing


